
INSTRUCTIONS FOR:PLATFORM SCAFFOLD STANDModel No. SSCL1Thank you for purchasing a Sealey product. Manufactured to a high standard this product will, if used according to these instructions and properly maintained, give you years of trouble free performance.IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. NOTE THE SAFE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS, WARNINGS & CAUTIONS. USETHE PRODUCT CORRECTLY AND WITH CARE FOR THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH IT IS INTENDED. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY CAUSE DAMAGE AND/ORPERSONAL INJURY AND WILL INVALIDATE THE WARRANTY. PLEASE KEEP INSTRUCTIONS SAFE FOR FUTURE USE.1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS1.1 GENERAL SAFETYpp  WARNING! Take care when using and moving scaffolding, extended ladders and other such equipment in the vicinity of power cables - risk of potentially fatal electric shock.pp  WARNING! Ensure Health and Safety, local authority, and general workshop practice regulations are adhered to when using this equipment.3 Familiarise yourself with the application and limitations of the scaffold, as well as the potential hazards.3 Maintain the equipment in good condition. 3 Replace or repair damaged parts. Use genuine parts only. Non-authorised parts may be dangerous and will invalidate the warranty.3 Keep the work area clean, uncluttered and ensure there is adequate lighting.pp      WARNING! Use scaffold on level and solid ground and ensure the breaks are applied and/or that the scaffold is anchored and held firmly in place by some means.pp      WARNING! DO NOT use the scaffolding on sloping ground. pp      WARNING! Never over-reach when on the scaffolding.3 Keep children and unauthorised persons away from the working area.7 DO NOT use the scaffolding for any purpose other than that for which it is designed.7 DO NOT use the equipment if any parts are damaged or missing as this may cause failure and/or personal injury.7 DO NOT exceed the rated capacity of the scaffolding.7 DO NOT climb scaffolding to get onto platform, always use a second set of steps.7 DO NOT allow children to climb the scaffolding.7 DO NOT use the equipment when you are tired, under the influence of alcohol, drugs or intoxicating medication.3 When not in use store in a safe, dry, childproof area.
2. INTRODUCTIONGS/TUV EN131 and GS ZH1/534.8 approved high quality scaffold platform system for the professional tradesman. Robust aluminium frame unit withanodised finish for durable corrosion resistance. Heavy duty platform with trap door for easy manoeuverability. Can be used as a 3mtr or 4mtr work-ing height platform by fitting extension kit supplied with the unit. Unique design enables the unit to be quickly and easily folded down without tools fortransportation or storage. 780mm width means unit will pass through most doorways even when fully erected. High hand rail for comfort and safety.Four large Ø125mm wheels for easy mobility.
3. SPECIFICATIONSSCL1Dimensions (mm) A780 B1670 C3000 D4000 E340-2360 Weight36kg
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4. CONTENTS AND ASSEMBLY

4.1.1 Attach a wheel tothe bottom of each uprightpole of the standing supports, using boltM8 x 50 and appropriatenut. 

Standing supports Platform

Locking clip

Wheels Spanner

Scaffold fixings
Stabilising hook

4.1.2 Couple the two sidesupports using the scaffoldfixings and bolt M8 x 70. at the bottom, and thelocking clip at the top, asshown

4.1.3 Engage the locking clip and affix the two sidesupports (now  joined) to the two upright standingsupports, using scaffold fixings and bolts M8 x 70 +nuts, as shown. 

M8 x 70
M8 x 50
Nut (M8)

Holding hook
Side supports

4.1 Basic scaffold

 
 !  
M8x70 

Fig 1

Note: If the extension kit is to be used (see section4.3), a locking clip must now be installed on one ofthe top scaffold fixings. SSCL1 - 1 - 250903



4.1.4  Attach platform stabilising hooksto the end of the platform furthest fromthe trapdoor, using bolts M8 x 50 andnuts, as shown.

4.1.5 Attach the platform holdinghook to the other side of theplatform, using bolt M8 x 50 andnut, as shown

4.1.6 Now to complete the construction of the base kit,place the platform onto the supports. 

4.2 This scaffold can be folded for convenient storage without needing to be dismantled. 4.2.1 Remove the platform and place safely to one side, where it cannot over balance and is highly visible.4.2.2 Disengage the locking pin(s).4.2.3 Carefully allow the scaffold to �concertina� and lay it flat. Take great care whilst doing this - ensure that the scaffold is folded and lowered gently and under control and that the area is free from non-essential persons/objects. 4.2.4 To re-errect the scaffold, reverse the procedure outlined above. 
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x 4

A Rectangular barswith stabilising hooks either end

B Diagonal support rods. Angleable fixings eitherend

C Standing support extensions

D Quick release clip

A#2A#3

A#1

B#2
B#1

D

C
4.3.1 First, fit the lower rectangular bar i.e. at the base of the scaffold (Fig 3. A#1)
4.3.2 Fit the lower diagonal support rod (Fig 3. B#1). See fig 4(overleaf) for directions on fitting the angleable fixings.  
4.3.3 Fit the two standing support extensions, by inserting them into the tops of the standing supports and then secure them using the quick release clips (Figs 2 & 3. D).
4.3.4 Fit the upper diagonal support rod (Fig 3. B#2) 
4.3.5 Fit the remaining two rectangular bars to the top of the scaffold (Fig 3 A#2, A#3). 

4.3 Extension kit

See fig 4 tofit angleablefixings.

Fig 3

Fig 2
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1. Place the fixing againstthe standing support.Ensure that fixing is perpendicular to the standing support. The rubbercoated protrusion in the centre of the fixing, should bealigned with the appropriatetube in the standing support. 

2. Insert the protrusion intothe tube, by firmly tappingthe back of the fixing.

3. Rotate the fixing in thedirection required for it to�clip� onto the standing support. This may requiresignificant pressure whichshould be applied carefullyand in a controlled mannerto avoid potential injury tohands/fingers. 

4. The fixing should now beclipped securely to thestanding support.WARNING: Violent and/orexcessive movement of thediagonal support rod mayloosen and/or damage thefixing. Be sure to check allfixings are secure and intactbefore using the scaffold. 

Fig 4: Attaching the angleable fixings

4.4 The extension kit must be completely removed before the scaffold can be folded and stored (see section 4.2). In order to remove the extension kit, simply reverse the procedure outlined in section 4.3.

NOTE: It is our policy to continually improve products and as such we reserve the right to alter data, specifications and component parts without prior notice.IMPORTANT: No liability is accepted for incorrect use of this product. WARRANTY: Guarantee is 12 months from purchase date, proof of which will be required for any claim. INFORMATION: Call 01284 757525 for our catalogue & promotions. Leave your full name, address & postcode.Sole UK Distributor, Sealey Group, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.01284 757500 sales@sealey.co.uk www.sealey.co.uk01284 703534 e-mail Web

5. MAINTENANCE5.1 Inspect the scaffold before and after each use, check for damaged/suspect components . Should any such components be found, remove the scaffold from service immediately. Contact your authorised Sealey dealer for replacement/repair parts.  5.2 Keep the scaffold clean and free of any hazardous substances (including corrosive substances, and those which could cause a person to slip e.g. oil, paint etc)
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